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in his wallet. He wants to buy a1) Charles has S

vacuum cleaner priced at    55.65. Find out if Charles can buy the vacuum cleaner.S

in her wallet. She wants to buy a 2) Mary has S

16-piece dinnerware set priced at    34.55. Can Mary buy the dinnerware set?S

in his wallet. He wants to buy a hat 3) Vincent has S

priced at    14.00. Does Vincent have enough money to buy the hat?S

in his wallet. He wants to buy a pack of4) Sam has S

25 Watt light bulbs priced at    7.20. Is the money enough for Sam to buy the pack?S

5) Hannah has in her wallet. She wants to buy anS

umbrella priced at    24.99. Can Hannah a!ord the umbrella?S
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Name :

in his wallet. He wants to buy a1) Charles has 70.50S

vacuum cleaner priced at    55.65. Find out if Charles can buy the vacuum cleaner.S

in her wallet. She wants to buy a 2) Mary has 36.12S

16-piece dinnerware set priced at    34.55. Can Mary buy the dinnerware set?S

in his wallet. He wants to buy a hat 3) Vincent has 13.00S

priced at    14.00. Does Vincent have enough money to buy the hat?S

in his wallet. He wants to buy a pack of4) Sam has 16.20S

25 Watt light bulbs priced at    7.20. Is the money enough for Sam to buy the pack?S

Yes, he can.

Yes, she can.

No, he doesn’t.

Yes, it is.

No, she can’t.

5) Hannah has in her wallet. She wants to buy an21.03S

umbrella priced at    24.99. Can Hannah a!ord the umbrella?S
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